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It’s the end of the school year, which also

 means it’s awards season for our students

 and faculty. A hearty congratulations to

 every one of our community members for

 these honors, all listed below!

(We had so many winners that we had to

 lump them all into a single post – a

 testament to the quality of work in our

 department!)

Dr. Randy Lewis was selected to receive a

 Raymond Dickson Centennial

 Endowed Teaching Fellowship in

 recognition of his exemplary performance

 and commitment to teaching in American

 Studies.
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Dr. Bob Abzug was selected as a 2015

 NACADA Outstanding Advising

 Certificate of Merit recipient.

Dr. Janet Davis won the Silver Spurs

 Centennial Teaching

 Fellowship (Spring 2015), the Dads’

 Association Centennial Teaching

 Fellowship (2015-2016), and was selected

 to serve as a Provost Teaching Fellow

 (2014-2016), where she is developing a

 service learning initiative.

Ph.D. candidate Natalie Zelt was

 honored with an Outstanding Graduate

 Student award from The John L.

 Warfield Center for African and African

 American Studies for her work with the

 INGZ Collective.

Undergraduate Molly Mandell was

 selected for an Unrestricted Endowed

 Presidential Scholarship for the 2015-2016

 school year.
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